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Abstract.
Heat exchangers design is a major challenge problem in the process industry today. Heat exchanger

applies to all equipment used to transfer thermal energy between two streams. Namely equipments in
which two process streams exchange heat with each other. One of these equipments -cross flow heat
exchanger-, used in numerous industry processes, uses as heat exchanger a normal flow to arrays of cir-
cular tubes arranged in staggered or in-line formation. These configurations, for instance, are typical in
heat exchanger designs used in fossil-fuel and nuclear power plants and, indeed, over many other sectors
of thermal and process engineering. Cross flow heat exchangers are designed based on experimental
correlations. Depending on which correlation is used -and on the Reynolds number- , however, the heat
exchanger area can vary from 30 to 50 percentage. According to the turbulencemodeling technique and
other details of the simulation, numerical prediction can be a useful tool for improving designs accu-
racy, in addition to gives more information about the physics of temperature and velocity field. This
study presents the computational modeling of flow and thermal field in a cross flow heatexchanger, with
staggered formation, and longitudinal and lateral pitch equal to 2, for Reynolds number about 40,000
and Prandtl number equal to 0,744. The simulation uses a non-periodic computational domain in the
longitudinal direction with periodic domains in transverse and along the tube directions. Furthermore, a
second computational domain periodic in x,y,z, is used for comparison. Four turbulence modeling tech-
niques are examined: Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes(URANS), Detached Eddy Simulation(DES), and a very Large Eddy Simulation(vLES) -in ad-
dition to simulations without any turbulence model(WTM)-. On the other hand, RANS andURANS
techniques are examined in 2D and 3D. Results from this study show that 3D RANS is superior to 2D
RANS, that vLES is the best simulation from a physical point of view, and DES presents thebest agree-
ment with experimental data.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As stated by technical and scientific literature the three major challenges in the process indus-
try today are the heat exchanger design, the heat transport and the heat storage. Heatexchanger
applies to all equipment used to transfer thermal energy between two streams. One of these
equipment, called heat exchanger of tube bundle or tube banks, uses as heat exchanger a nor-
mal flow to arrays of circular tubes arranged in staggered or in-line formation.Tube banks
heat exchangers are used in a great variety of industrial, thermal, commercial and household
applications. In some of these applications the efficiency of heat exchangers are essential.

For example, in recent years, utilizing low-grade waste heat for energy production has at-
tracted attention (waste heat being released into the environment, such as exhaust gasesfrom
turbines and engines and waste heat from industrial plants) for its potentialin reducing the
fossil fuel consumption. However, although renewable energy sources such as solar thermal
and geothermal, and vast amounts of industrial waste heat, are potentially promising energy
sources, the moderate temperature from these sources cannot be converted efficiently to electri-
cal power; unless the different power generation processes be improved, especially the transfer
of heat from the source.

The design of industrial heat exchangers are based on experience and correlations, which
are determined by experiments. These correlations are valuable tools in the design process but
they have its limitations. Heat exchanger have multiple design and thusmultiple parameters,
and correlations with many parameters are often not very accurate. A recent comparative study
on these correlations has revealed errors up to 50% in the mean Nusselt number, which means
differences in the design area also up to 50% (Pysmennyy et al., 2010).

Numerous experimental study (some purely thermal performance studies of cross-flow tube
banks) have been carried out (Zukauskas, 1972; Zukauskas and Ulinskas, 1988; Tsunoda et al.,
1996; Simonin and Barcouda, 1986), as also numerical studies (Benhamadouche and Laurence,
2003; West et al., 2015; Johnson, 2008; Afgan, 2007), on heat transfer in cross tube banks.
Most experimental studies have examined the dependence of the mean Nusselt number(Nuav)
from the geometric arrangement and the Reynolds(Re) and Prandtl(Pr) number, and numerous
correlations has been proposed (Pysmennyy et al., 2010).

The following references are related with the present study.Johnson(2008) presented the
2D numerical solution, using RANS and URANS simulations, of the staggered tube bundle
measurement ofSimonin and Barcouda(1986). His predictions are in reasonable agreement.
He claims that a 2D simulation is enough in comparison with 3D URANS and LES simulations.

West et al.(2015) have presented the results of a study on numerical simulation of cross flow
with heat transfer on an in-line configuration. They used a small cluster of2 × 2 tubes with
periodic boundary condition in the three directions. They used RANS, URANS and LES, being
the best result from LES, with results from URANS with close agreement with LES. They also
investigates the influence of the number of tubes of the cluster in the flow structures.

Afgan (2007) found, in one of his LES of an in-line configuration of tube-bundle with 1.5×
1.5, ’... a purely asymmetric pattern with the flow as a whole displaying an upward tilt ...’. In
other words, one remain question is whether a small cluster of tubes actually generates the same
flow structures as in a package of thousands of tubes like those used in practice.

Rollet et al(1999) in other numerical simulations suggested that for LES there is little dif-
ference between the results of Smagorinsky and dynamic Smagorinsky models.

Accurate flow and heat transfer modeling involves determining suitable modeling strate-
gies, including the turbulence simulation technique (Reynolds averagedNavier-Stokes equa-
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tions (RANS), large eddy simulation (LES), detached eddy simulation (DES)), whether the
simulation should be unsteady, or steady is enough, whether the simulation should be 3D or 2D
is enough, the grid density and the wall treatment, and so on. As regardingsteady or unsteadi-
ness, for the Reynolds number simulated in this study, the flow is turbulent -which is 3D and
unsteady-, but the mean flow is not steady. Although for engineering porpoise it is necessary to
predict the mean values of the transport coefficient at the wall, a steady simulationwould not
take account of this mean flow unsteady effect.

The main goal of this study is aiming at to test different aspects of numerical prediction of
heat transfer of cross-flow heat exchangers. Basically the importance of different aspectsof
numerical prediction, turbulence techniques, etc. of practical turbulent flow with heat transfer
are examined. Much of the previous studies has been oriented to investigate meanvalues,
turbulence and structure of mean flow. Although it is of fundamental importance the prediction
of flow field to predict thermal field, this study present a comparison of different simulation
techniques, with different grids, and computational domain, but focused on heat transfer.

2 NUMERICAL DETAILS
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Figure 1: Top view of the full computational domain withLx = 51D, Ly = 2D, andLz = 2D, with
periodic boundary conditions in y and z.

The tubes in a tube bundle are usually arranged in either in-line or staggeredarrangements. In
the present study results from a staggered configuration is presented with 12 rows of tubes in the
stream-wise direction and two row in the transverse direction.Benhamadouche and Laurence
(2003) in a previous numerical study found that a width of two diameters was sufficient in the
cross-stream direction to obtain correct vortex shedding characteristics such as fluctuating lift
and drag forces and Strouhal number. Also results from a computational domainwith 2 × 2
tubes, with periodic boundary conditions in x,y,z, are presented for comparison (Figure2(b)).

The definition used by Zukauskas and co-workers is adopted to describes distances between
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Figure 2:(a)Details of the grid distribution near the wall for a very-coarse grid for the 3D full computa-
tional domain; (b)Top view of the 3D computational domain used with periodic boundary conditions in
x, y, z, with2× 2 tubes.
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Table 1: Main features of the numerical grids.

Grid NE × 10−3 ymin × 103 BL REF Nθ Ny Nx,e Nx,bt Nx,o Nz

CG2D 53 0.050 18 1,24 76 38 120 66 400 –
MG2D 92 0.025 26 1,18 100 50 160 88 500 –
DG2D 130 0.015 28 1,18 132 60 200 116 600 –
CG3D 905 0.050 22 1,24 76 38 120 66 400 24
MG3D 2,650 0.025 26 1,18 100 50 160 88 500 32
DG3D 6,520 0.015 28 1,18 132 60 192 104 600 48
PER3D 3,157 0.015 28 1,15 256 124 — 256 — 80

Table 2: Grids discretization in wall units.

Grid y+1 (R∆θ)+ ∆z+ ∆x+

CG3D 4,00 139 280 100
MG3D 2.00 106 210 75
DG3D 1.00 80 140 64
PER3D 1.00 41 85 25

cylinders, and the domain is based on the experimental set-up ofMeyer (1994), with values
a = S1/D = 2 andb = S2/D = 2 for the longitudinal and transverse spacings between tubes,
respectively. The configuration of the twelfth-row of staggered tubes is shownin Figure1. And
Figure2(a)presents a near-wall detail of a very-coarse grid with similar parameters of the grids
used in the study. The full computational domain with the 12 row of tubeshas 51D, 2D, and 2D,
in x, y and z-direction, respectively. The entrance region or distance between theinlet and the
center of the first tube has 6D, and the distance between the center of the last tube and the output
section 23D, where the diameterD of the tubes is0.05 meters. Also a computational domain
with dimension (2D × 2D × 2D) and periodic boundary condition in x,y,z, respectively, with
a = b = 2 is used in order to do comparison with the results of the full computational domain,
Figure2(b).

u, v, and w are the instantaneous velocities in the stream-wise(x), transverse(y), and cylinder-
direction(z), respectively. The plus symbol is used sometimes to denote dimensionless values
using the wall parametersuτ andν, whereuτ is evaluated at the maximum skin-friction point
around the fourth tube.

The Reynolds number examined,Re = UmρD/ν, is in the40, 000 − 43, 000 range, where
Um is the mean largest velocity between tubes (mean velocity in the cross section between tubes
where the mean velocity is largest). The temperature is considered to be a passive scalar; thus,
the results are also valid for mass transfer. All results are based on a molecular Prandtl number
Pr equal to 0.744, and the physical properties of the fluidν, ρ, andk are considered constant.

Across the entrance of the computational domain the velocity and temperatureprofiles are
assumed to be uniform with a % of turbulence intensity. To account for the appropriate velocity
and temperature profile and turbulence intensity at the entrance would necessitatea separate
simulation to generate boundary conditions. Some tests, however, were doneshowing that
solution was not sensitive to profiles and turbulence levels at the entrance. Thesame has been
tested and published byLiang and Papadakis(2007).
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Table 3: Turbulence techniques.

Name Simulation Dimensions Computational domain
κ− ǫ steady/unsteady 2D y periodic, x developing
κ− ǫ steady/unsteady 3D y,z periodic, x developing
S-A steady/unsteady 2D y periodic, x developing
S-A steady/unsteady 3D y,z periodic, x developing
WTM steady/unsteady 2D y periodic, x developing
WTM steady/unsteady 3D y,z periodic, x developing
DES unsteady 3D y,z periodic, x developing
vLES unsteady 3D y,z periodic, x developing
WTM unsteady 3D y,z,x periodic
DES unsteady 3D y,z,x periodic
LES unsteady 3D y,z,x periodic

In Table1 the main characteristics of the grids are presented.Nθ are the nods around the
tubes, andNy andNz are nods in the span-wise and tubes axes direction, respectively, while
Nx,e, Nx,bt, Nx,o are nods at the entrance, between two tubes and at the output region, re-
spectively.BL is the number of elements in the boundary layer around the tube,REF is the
radial-expansion factor used from the wall to resolve the near-wall sublayer, and ymin is the
distance between the center of the first volume and the wall.

Almost all elements of the grids are of hexahedral type. In Table2 the grid discretization in
wall units are presented. The grids are coarse, medium or dense; e.g. CG2D is a coarsegrid
for a two dimensional simulation. The minimum distance at the wall is in the range 0,000050-
0,000015, which means approximatelyy+ ≃ 4 for coarse,≃ 2 for medium, andy+ ≃ 1 for
dense grids (there are differences among the skin friction for different turbulence techniques,
therefore also exceptions are for those simulations WTM which presented higher maximum
skin friction), evaluated with the friction velocity, evaluated with the maximum shear stress at
the wall for the fourth tube row.

In the present study an old version of the commercial code Fluent from Ansys Inc,was
used (Ansys, 2010). Table 3 shows the turbulence techniques used, whereκ − ǫ refers to
the RANS model known in the literature as the standardκ − ǫ with enhanced wall treatment
(Launder and Spalding, 1972); S-A refers to the RANS model proposed bySpalart and Allmaras
(1992); WTM means a simulation without-turbulence-model; DES refers to the Detached-
Eddy Simulation technique, the RANS-LES turbulence technique proposed bySpalart et al.
(2006); vLES is a very-Large Eddy Simulation using the Smagorinsky’s model proposed by
Smagorinsky(1963), with a coarser grid than that required by LES; and LES is a Large Eddy
Simulation with a medium grids with the Smagorinsky’s model.

WTM deserves some comments. WTM is a simulation which uses the same numerical mesh
used by RANS, vLES, LES, etc., but without any modeling of turbulence (a pseudo-DNS).
However, since its grid is not enough in order to simulates the energy flux through the dif-
ferent scales of turbulence, it is an imperfect simulation of turbulence. For this reason part
of this energy remains trapped in the smaller scales of the grid, hindering the convergence to
the stationary solution. For this reason all simulations WTM are unsteady and its results are
mean time-averaged values(similar to Reynolds averaged values of a DNS). But, despite of this
shortcoming, WTM have been a very valuable tools to judge the quality of those numerical
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predictions with turbulence models.
Steady and unsteady simulations with theκ− ǫ and S-A models, in 2D and 3D, did not pre-

sented differences. Therefore theκ− ǫ and S-A predictions in 2 and 3D presented here belong
to steady simulations. The only techniques that has presented a clear convergence withmesh re-
finement has been vLES(Figure10). All RANS models, included DES which is a RANS/LES
techniques, presented only small improvements with mesh refinement. These improvements
were basically in the cylinder rear (at the separation bubble and posterior reattachment behind
the tubes). It is thought that such behavior is proper of RANS techniques,but also is the conse-
quence that transport of turbulent flow in tube banks is mainly due to bigturbulent scales. Note,
however, that near-wall distance in the 3 grids used in the present study are reasonably small. In
other words, it seems that for RANS techniques the minimum distance at the wall for the coarse
grid is enough for this flow.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 3:U/Um atx/D = 1 downstream from the center of the 7th row, for different 3D simulations for
the full domain, in comparison with experimental data. Solid line, vLES;−−−−, DES;·− ·− · , κ− ǫ;
• · • · •, WTM; ◦ · ◦ · ◦ , S-A;⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, Meyer(1994).

As it was stated in the abstract, the design of a heat exchanger is a multi-step complex
process which can result in area differences of30 − 50% depending on which correlation is
used. It is expected, therefore, that numerical simulations can help in this process. There
are, however, two aspects related with numerical prediction of cross flow heat exchanger that
deserves be mentioned in advance. First of all, in the last decades many improvement have been
achieved in numerical prediction of turbulent fluid flow, but the turbulentheat transfer prediction
has not received the same research effort -although turbulence fluid flow modeling is not a
solved problem, the modeling of heat transfer is lagging behind-. And second, the turbulent
flow around tube bundle is a complex flow which presents many difficulties related with the
turbulence modeling, as also many physical phenomena related with longitudinal lateral pitch
between tubes, with in-line or staggered formation, and so on. For these reasonsthe expectation
should be reasonable.

In order to develop more knowledge on tube bundles, therefore, the following results show
the level of precision and physical sound of 2D in comparison with 3D simulations, of steady
with unsteady simulations, and comparisons between different turbulence techniques.
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Figure 4:U/Um comparison of 3D simulations with and without periodic boundary conditions. Solid
line, vLES;−−−−, DES;• · • · •, LES(x-periodic);� ·� ·�, DES(x-periodic);⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, Meyer(1994).
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Figure 5:U/Um comparison with experimental data for 2D simulations.· − · − · , κ − ǫ; • · • · •, WTM;
◦ · ◦ · ◦ , S-A;⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, Meyer(1994).

In the range fromRe ≈ 1000 and up to the criticalRe ≈ 2 × 105 the flow regime around
a cylinder is called sub critical. Staggered tube banks in the sub critical regime is probably the
most used flow configuration in heat exchanger. This kind of flow develop a boundary layer in
the front of the cylinder which then separates, forms a separation bubble that reattaches to the
surface and then separates again.

Since turbulent fluid flow techniques are mature enough, only a few data of the velocity field
are presented for comparison. Figures3, 4, and5, show the mean longitudinal dimensionless
velocity prediction in the middle of 7th and 8th row of tubes for same techniques together with
the experimental data ofMeyer(1994). Figure3 showsU/Um for the 3D full computational do-
main, for the different turbulence techniques. In this Figure DES presents the best performance,
S-A the worst, while WTM prediction has a similar performance to vLES and better thanκ− ǫ.
Also in this Figures is noted that the minimum velocity of WTM is slightlytilted to the left
(mean flow is not symmetric). This behavior was noted byWest et al.(2015) in their simula-
tions for an in-line tube ban. None of the other techniques showed that asymmetry. Figure4
presents a comparison with experimental data of vLES and DES using the full domain, with
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Figure 6:Nu for the 12 tube rows for vLES. Solid line, 1ft-row;− − −−, 2nd-row;· − · − · 3th-row;
solid line; 4-12th rows.
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Figure 7:Nuav for the different tubes of the 3D simulations. Solid line,Meyer(1994), Re=34100;·−·−·

, Meyer (1994), Re=41500;−.−, Baughn(1986), Re=34500;⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, vLES; • · • · •, WTM; � · � · �,

DES;+ ·+ ·+, κ− ǫ; ⊳ ·⊳ ·⊳, S-A.

LES and DES for the domain with periodic boundary conditions in x,y,z. Although all these
predictions are acceptable, DES using the full computational domain show the best agreement.
Since a denser grid is used in the periodic domain, it is thought that the lower performance of
DES with this denser grid can be a consequence of the computational domain size orthat its
LES modeling is not efficient enough (Note that a denser grid with DES means that the RANS
region is thinner). If the computational domain size is the problem, probably a larger com-
putational domain in x should be used with periodic boundary conditionfor tube bundle for
a = b = 2. This was not tested in the present study.

Figure5 shows a comparison for 2D prediction of longitudinal mean velocity with experi-
mental data. WTM and S-A show a poor performance, butκ − ǫ prediction is reasonable. As
discussed in the literature and verified in this study, tube-banks is a turbulent flow where mo-
mentum and heat seem to be transported mainly by big scales in the x-y plane. For example, the
numerical refinement of meshes away from the wall does not improve the prediction of the mean
velocity or heat transfer for 2D or 3D RANS techniques. This seems to be the consequence that
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Figure 8:Nuav for the different tubes of the 2D simulations. Solid line,Meyer(1994), Re=34100;·−·−·

, Meyer(1994), Re=41500;−.−, Baughn(1986), Re=34500;• · • · •, WTM; + ·+ ·+, κ− ǫ; ⊳ ·⊳ ·⊳, S-A.

momentum and heat transport are mainly due to big bi-dimensional scales. Therefore, from this
point of view seems that a 2D simulation can be enough for tube-banks. But a close look show
that in many ways a 2D is a deficient simulation. Below an explanation is given to this apparent
good performance of 2D turbulence techniques for tube-banks.

The local Nusselt numberNu is the dimensionless expression of the local advection heat
transfer coefficient (h), Nu = hD/k, wherek is the thermal conductivity of the fluid.h is
evaluated from the wall heat transfer (qw) using a bulk temperature (Tb) afar from the cylinder
surface, in regions where the temperature of the fluid is not perturbed

qw = −k
∂T

∂η
= h(Tw − Tb) (1)

whereη is the normal to the cylinder surface,Tw is the temperature at the cylinder wall andTb

is the bulk temperature.
It is important to comment that the evaluation ofTb in a numerical simulation with many

tubes is critical, because small differences in its evaluation can represent important errors in the
evaluation of theNu. In the present study, using many tubes, the mean temperature afar from
the tube walls is not constant along the computational domain, thus aTb for every tube should
be evaluated. However a small error in the evaluation ofTb could represent a large error in the
evaluation ofNu (e.g. a relative error in the order of0.2% in Tb can generate a relative error
of 6% in Nu). An alternative is to make a separate simulation for every cylinder, whereonly
one cylinder is heated at a time as it is done in experimental work. But using many turbulence
techniques these simulations would require an enormous amount of time. For this reason in the
present study only one simulation has been done for the 12 tubes, andTb is evaluated in the
region upstream of every tube.

The mean Nusselt number (Nuav) is the mean value around the tube of the local value. The
following correlation for theNuav published byZukauskas and Ulinskas(1988) is used in this
study for comparison

Nuav = 0.35 (
a

b
) Re0.6 Pr0.36

∞
(
Pr∞
Prw

)0.25 (2)
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Table 4: Mean Nusselt number for tube at the 4th row for air withPr = 0.744 (The Er(%) is evaluated using the
mean of the first 5 values of the column (Nuav/Re0.6), which belong to experimental data and correlations (3) by
Zukauskas and Ulinskas(1988), and correlation (4)) by Incropera and DeWitt(1985).

Re Technique Sim. Grid Nuav. Nuav/Re0.6 Er(%) Author
41000 eq.(3) 188.2 0.3213
41000 eq.(4) 188.4 0.3216
34100 exp. 168.5 0.3213 Meyer(1994)
41500 exp. 190.7 0.3232 Meyer(1994)
34500 exp. 170.9 0.3236 Baughn(1986)
43700 κ− ǫ steady DG2D 150.3 0.2469 23 present
41109 κ− ǫ steady DG3D 149.1 0.2542 21 present
43700 S-A steady DG2D 128.7 0.2272 29 present
41143 S-A steady DG3D 137.8 0.2347 27 present
41212 WTM unsteady DG2D 147.7 0.2506 22 present
41212 WTM unsteady DG3D 143.1 0.2435 24 present
41212 WTM unsteady DG3DP 171.7 0.2923 9 present
41040 DES unsteady DG3D 171.7 0.2929 9 present
41040 DES unsteady DG3DP 183.0 0.3122 3 present
41171 vLES unsteady DG3D 236.0 0.4019 24 present
41075 LES unsteady DG3DP 226.0 0.3854 19 present

which fora = b = 2, and usingPrw = Pr∞ = 0.744 for air is

Nuav = 0.3213 Re0.6 (3)

Also the following correlation published byIncropera and DeWitt(1985) is used for com-
parison

Nuav = 0.229 Re0.632 (4)

Figure6 shows theNu divided byRe0.6 for the 12 tubes for vLES, with profile overlap from
the fourth tube onwards. With small differences all 3D simulations have shown almost simi-
lar behavior to the vLES prediction, which means that thermal development occurs basically
through tubes 1-4(DES presents a slight difference). Figures7 and8 show theNuav for the
12 rows of tubes for 3D and 2D, respectively, together with the experimental values ofMeyer
(1994) andBaughn(1986). Figure7 confirms for all 3D techniques the results presented by
Figure6 that, with a small difference in the DES prediction,Nuav approaches an almost con-
stant value from the 4th tube onwards. In other words thermal development occurs through
tubes 1-4. For DES the thermal development seems to be slightly longer, through tubes 1-5.
After the thermal development all 3D simulations underestimate theNuav with the exception
of the vLES, which overestimates it. Figure8 shows the equivalent results for the 2D simula-
tions. This Figure shows that for 2D simulations is not clear the thermal development as in 3D.
It seems that 3D turbulent transport play an important rule at least in the thermal development
through the first tubes.

Table 4 presents an overall resume of the comparisons ofNuav of all numerical predic-
tions for the fourth tube, with experimental data fromMeyer (1994) andBaughn(1986) and
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correlations (3) and (4). Since there is small differences in the Re of the numerical predic-
tions and experiments, allNuav, included the experimental values and those predicted from
correlations (using aRe = 41000), are divided byRe0.6. In order to compute theEr(%) a
mean value of these experimental values, together with the values of the correlations, is used
(Nuav/Re0.6 = 0.3222).

Regarding the values in Table4 some aspects should be commented. TheNuav is an im-
portant parameter used in the design of heat exchangers, therefore the Er is a goodindex to
judge the overall quality of a numerical prediction. However a low Er of the mean value not
always necessarily mean a greater physical sound of the flow and heat transfer of a particular
turbulence techniques. For example, theκ − ǫ 2D prediction presents almost the same Er than
its counterpart in 3D, but it does not mean that for this model the 2D is actually almost the same
predictions to 3D. Checking the localNu and the velocity field of 2D and 3D for theκ − ǫ
model one can see that that this Er ofNuav seems to reflects that different errors are canceled,
not owing to the fact that the 2D is equivalent to 3D simulation. Havingsaid that, the best
prediction from this Table is from DES for the periodic domain, and for the full domain. But
one more things should be said about DES; since its thermal development is actually from tube
1 to tube 5, its under prediction in the thermal development region isactually larger. And, it
should be remarked also again, as in many part of this study, that WTM has presented results
with physical sound and good agreement with experimental data, similar to everyone of the
best predictive techniques used here.
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Figure 9:Comparison ofNu for the 4th tube for LES, DES and WTM for the computational domain with
periodic boundary conditions in x,y,z, with experimental data. Solid line, DES;− − −−, LES; • · • · •,
WTM; ◦ · ◦ · ◦ , Meyer(1994), Re=34100;� ·� ·�, Meyer(1994), Re=41500;⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, Baughn(1986),
Re=34500.

Figure9 presents the comparison of the results for LES, DES and WTM for the computa-
tional domain with periodic boundary conditions in x, y, z, with experimental data. First of all,
experimental data fromMeyer(1994) andBaughn(1986) present, between them, a good agree-
ment in most of the surface of the cylinder, showing two local minimum values in the rear of the
cylinder and two local maximum at their stagnation points. They have, however, an important
difference in the location of the first minimum (more or less at85o for Baughn(1986) and more
or less at95o for Meyer (1994)). The first minimum ofNu is related with the boundary layer
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Figure 10:Comparison ofNu for the 4th tube for vLES with different grids and LES, with experimental
data. ◦ · ◦ · ◦ , Meyer (1994), Re=34100;� · � · �, Meyer (1994), Re=41500;⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, Baughn
(1986), Re=34500; solid line, vLES(DG3D);− − −−, vLES(MG3D);· − · − · , vLES(CG3D);• · • · •,
LES(DG3DP).

separation. Looking now to the numerical prediction, LES and WTM present a first minimum
in good agreement with the experimental data of Meyer, but the whole prediction of WTM is
remarkably good if it is thought that it does not use any turbulence model. DES, on the other
hand, presents only one minimum more or less at130o in clear disagreement with experimental
data. Therefore, as previously commented, DES presents the best prediction of longitudinal
mean velocity (Figure3) and the minimum Er ofNuav, but the worst local value of Nusselt in
the rear of the tube. vLES, LES and WTM, which present greater Er, show a better distribution
of the local Nusselt from the boundary layer separation to the second stagnation point.

Figure10 shows a comparison of results from vLES using different grids and from LES.
And Figures11 and12 show the distribution of theNu for 3D and 2D simulations. In Figure
10 is clear how the vLES improves theNu prediction with denser grids. This is a good news
since shows that better predictions can be achieved with a denser mesh, proper of a LES.From
Figures10 and 11 a comparison of all 3D predictions of theNu around the 4th tube show
that DES presents a relative good agreement in the front of the tube, but a poor performance
in the rear. In contrast, vLES presents a poor prediction in the boundary layerin the front of
the cylinder and a better prediction in the separation region in the back ofthe cylinder. The
results from theκ − ǫ and the S-A models have similar characteristics to the DES result, with
lower precision. Note thatκ − ǫ, S-A, are RANS models, and DES is a URANS model in the
near-wall region. And all these models present a poor prediction in the separation region in the
back of the tube. This is the region, on the other hand, where vLES (or LES for the periodic
domain) shows a better prediction. In other words, it seems that an eddy viscosity model as a
function of the grid size, like as the Smagorinsky’s model, can better model the turbulence afar
from the cylinder wall in the detached region in the back of the cylinder. But, in contrast, it
seems that a RANS model can be the best option in the attached near wall region in the front of
the tube. This is actually the concept of the DES technique, but, surprisingly, it seems that its
performance is not so good in the detached region.

The WTM prediction deserves a separate comment. As it is explained above, WTM does not
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Figure 11:Comparison ofNu for the 4th tube for the 3D simulations in the full computational domain,
with experimental data. Solid line, DES;− − −−, S-A; • · • · •, WTM; · − · − · , κ − ǫ, Meyer(1994),
Re=34100;� · � · �, Meyer(1994), Re=41500;⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, Baughn(1986), Re=34500.

use a turbulence model, but also it does not use a grid fine enough to simulatethe energy flux
through the different turbulence scales. But despite of all these shortcoming, WTM have shown
a prediction level with the same precision to the other turbulence techniques.

The 2D predictions of heat transfer, sometime more or less good, need also a tentative ex-
planation. There was not a clear better performance of 3D over 2D, although in the thermal
development is clear the deficient modeling of the 2D simulations. One reason for the, some-
times, good performance of 2D techniques can be the following. RANS techniques, for some
reason, under predicted the heat transfer in the present study (maybe a lower valueof Prt should
be used). On the other hand, as it is commented above, it seems that a tube-banks generate a
turbulent flow with big bi-dimensional scales in the longitudinal-transverse plane. Therefore,
since it is expected that in a bi-dimensional turbulent flow there is an energy flux from the small
to the larger scales, the deficiency of the 2D simulations end up being an improvement of the
heat transfer predictions. Note that tube-banks has big vortexes (that for RANS are steady)
which are not strictly part of the turbulence.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The main goal of this study was to test different aspects of numerical prediction of heat
transfer through cross-flow heat exchangers, in order to know the level of accuracythat can
bring to heat exchanger design. Basically the importance of different aspects like as turbulence
techniques, computational domains, mesh refinement, etc. were tested. The followingare the
main conclusions.

The DES prediction presented the lower differences with experimentalNuav, but the distri-
bution of the local Nusselt shows that DES does not correctly model the turbulence, and thus
the heat transfer, behind the tube.

vLES presented an improvements of prediction with mesh refinement, showing that better
results can be achieved with denser grids; however more was expected from this techniques
with the meshes used in the present study.

The experimental data used for comparison with the mean longitudinal velocity was in the
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Figure 12:Comparison ofNu for the 4th tube for the 2D simulations in the full computational domain
with experimental data. Solid line, S-A;· − · − · , WTM; − − −−, κ − ǫ, Meyer (1994), Re=34100;
� · � · �, Meyer(1994), Re=41500;⋆ · ⋆ · ⋆, Baughn(1986), Re=34500.

middle of 7th and 8 th tube rows. However the use of a computational domain for LES with
periodic boundary conditions with a denser grid does not presented better results than vLES
in the full domain, showing that probably 2 rows of tubes are not enough in x-direction for
periodic domain.

2D techniques, mainlyκ − ǫ, have shown relative good performance. It is thought that this
is not actually based on its virtues but rather in its defects (since bi-dimensional flow increases
bi-dimensional big scales).

Simulations WTM has presented reasonable values ofNuav, in same cases with differences
in the order of10% with experimental data. But more important, the prediction of the distri-
bution of the localNu has more physical sound than RANS and DES predictions. It is hard
to say whether this is a merit of this numerical technique without turbulence model, or it is a
shortcoming of the turbulence techniques used in the present study.

Finally, based on the differences with experimental data this study shows thatnumerical
predictions can bring improvements to heat exchanger design; but this improvement is only
reasonable and will depend on the quality of the numerical simulations.
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